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The FINAL FANTASY Type-0 HD Strategy Guide includes:Â Bonus Lithograph: Includes a

lithograph of the characters Machina and Rem that is printed on high quality textured paper.Â Find it

All: The detailed walkthrough ensures 100% completion of the first, second and even third time

through the game. Labeled maps and step-by-step instructions show the optimal path and points of

interest in each areÂ Master Class Zero: With over a dozen unique party members at your disposal,

we show you the best way to play each one to their full potential.Â Know Your Enemy: Our detailed

bestiary will show you complete details on each enemy you will encounter, including stats,

resistances and much more.Â FREE eGuideâ€”Â Includes a code to access the mobile-friendly

eGuide, a digital version of the full strategy guide optimized for a second screen

experience.Â These limited edition guides will only be printed once. When they are sold out, they

will be gone forever!
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I understand that many people might make the argument that they don't need a guide book, but I

disagree with that thought most of the time. Guide books are especially helpful for RPGs, but more

importantly they help you get everything out of the game, and this Final Fantasy Type 0 guide is no

different. Not only does this limited edition hardcover looks glossy and very collectible, but it's also

filled with very useful tips and information that will help you throughout the game. Another bonus is



that this guide comes with a special lithograph that I wasn't expecting.What's inside the book:Class

Zero: Offers stats, growth by level, abilities, and effects.Walkthrough: Quest maps could be a little

more detail, but they're not that bad. Other than that you can expect to find other useful information

like S-Rank Requirements, boss tips, and strategy tips.Weapons and Accessories: Offers a list of

weapons, accessories, items, and their locations.Side Quests: If you're interested in doing some

side quests then you might find this information helpful. In this section the book list's the side quest's

location, who offers it, the task, the reward, and a little note about the quest.Chocobo

BreedingPhantomaEidolonsBestiary: Shows you complete details on each enemy you will face,

including stats, resistances, and much more.Bonus E-Guide is also included, which is always a nice

addition.

Prima has always made BEAUTIFUL guides, specially with Final Fantasy franchise.I read the guide

and checked all lists and character information and it is VERY good.Maps are NICE, and

instructions on how to find all collectibles too.I always buy game guides for assistance or guidance

on finding all secrets and checking maps and bestiary information.This guide has EVERYTHING.

:)VERY GOOD GUIDE!HIGH quality materials.

One of the better hardcover prima game guides out there. It is perfect for this type of mission based

game. One weakness though is the lack of a good integration of suggesting when to go to the extra

dungeons available throughout the story. They are just tucked at the end in the side quest section,

when there are plenty of good times to try to go to them on the first playthrough. Otherwise the

guide is fantastic to follow word for word through the game. The included maps and tips for how to

do some of the special orders are phenomenal and the tips and tricks for many bosses are vital for

success. Lastly the final chapter of the game the guide made it exceptionally easy to be prepared

for all the things in that chapter.I loved how the writers avoided putting major spoilers in the guide so

that you couldnt happen upon them by reading it.Quality wise it has maps (though one or two of

them were orientated differently than the game was), no typos or image issues whatsoever. Has lots

of charts and tables with a table of contents that is accurate and easy to leaf through. Its also easy

to use to mark with using a pencil (which is helpful for a second or third playthrough to get full

completion).

Great book with great quality pages. I have not started playing the game yet because I actually

bought the guide so I can get both digital and physical versions of this guide, but the reason why I



only gave 4 stars is because the digital code to get access to the digital versions for free is a butt

load of bull****! You only get "access" to the digital guide through prima's website. There isn't even

an app to gain access to the guide. Its retarded how they're doing things now. When I bought my

FFX & FFX-2 guidebook last year (May 2015), I also bought the digital version and I was able to

download it in a pdf file format, which was great at the time. If they want to prevent free content from

getting generated everywhere, then they should at least publish the books through 's kindle app, or

even through the iTunes store. Their online website is hard to navigate and how they're presenting

the book is so not like the book at all! Don't buy the "online access", just go with this book, or go to

gamefaqs for free guides. At least gamefaqs are better presented and only on one page.

I was hesitant to buy this when I read about ink smearing here, but thankfully that was not the case

with the book I received.If you own Type-0 it's a great resource, or even just a decorative piece for

your shelf or coffee table. Beautiful book with everything you need to know about the game. Buy it!

Nice quality book but not high quality. Ink will rub off if not careful. The extras are ridiculously lame.

Had to buy so I could add it to my other FF collectors hard covers. Plus,  shipped in crappy box so it

bent my corners. Uggghhhh....

This is a necessity for a companion to Type 0-HD. Playing through on my own, I realized there was

so much that I missed the first go around. This really helps you delve into an already captivating

game! Not to mention the hardback edition is also "plush", it's not strictly cardboard...very good feel

to the book.

It really guide you thru the whole game. It even has the 2nd playthrough guide. You cany beat this!

It is because FFtype 0 is designed to be played at least twice. You will encounter many high level

side missions that you can not complete during your first playthru. You also have limited break time,

thus impossible to complete all quests.
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